Texts From The Universe Challenge
Introduction Video!
When we explore our universe, it is easy to conclude that our entire cosmos is just ‘Rocks from
Nothing’, simply an expanse of matter, arising from a ‘Big Bang’. However, this cosmic
conclusion leaves us with some perplexing problems. How does life arise, and how do ‘Rocks
from Nothing’ create complex consciousness, such as the human mind? Welcome to the
creation problems surrounding ‘thinking-rocks’!
Perhaps we will need to reconsider our initial premise, that our universe arose from Nothing. If our universe arose within
a conscious Multi-Verse, then this ‘Hidden Splendour’ would solve the problems surrounding the ascent of consciousness.
Let us imagine then that we are punters at a Cosmic racetrack. Would we place our bets upon the horse named
‘Rocks from Nothing’, or the horse named ‘The Hidden Splendour’?
Humanity has contemplated these problems of matter and consciousness for millennia, and history
has given us creation models, such as India's Aum theory, the basis for yoga, and the Ba Gua from the
Chinese Tao, creation theories which we can call ‘Quantum images, upon an Eternal Mirror’, creation
models which were already thousands of years old, when Cleopatra, in ancient Egypt, was still a child.
Is it possible then that the ancient mystics have already deduced the octet, musical structures in matter, biology, psyche
and consciousness, such as the 64 codons of DNA? Have the mystics determined the precise values for dark matter and dark
energy, have they depicted the input formula for the cosmic fractal? Have they found the source of the transcendental
number Pi, have they discovered the connections between solar system distances and the human psyche? Have they created
a model for the Multi-Verse, a tapestry woven from the powers of consciousness and Eternal Awareness, the fabled
Theory of Everything?
Let us create then a $AUD10,000 Universe Challenge between the two greatest creation models from history, those of matter
and consciousness, the creation models we have called western science's ‘Rocks from Nothing’ and the ancient mystic's
‘Quantum Images, upon an Eternal Mirror’!
We are using this Challenge as a teaching device to answer a simple question, ‘which of these two
creation models fits the facts for our universe’?
When we encounter this Universe Challenge we are facing our belief structures which surround
the universe, the human psyche, and the ‘game of life’.

Welcome to the Universe Challenge!
www.theuniversechallenge.org

